
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Greg's YouTube Video reposted

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

24/7 Sony Movies made for iApps. Sony Movie winner for 2015 

will be titled "iApps" Sony movie "The Interview" written up 

compared to the Sony Movie "iApps!" War Crimes by Japan 

making movies like "The Interview" for the Pentagon instead 

of Apple iApps Movies! 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

God. more "MD Cops" than "Cops" NYPD Coup or the MD Wives 

Coup, which Coup will defeat the 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators with STD's? iPhone007 Spy will help the MD Wives 

Coup as who ever calls you with STD's will be in caller id. 

NYPD Coup will not give this to 1 billion women! 

12-29-14 Intimidator of the NYPD Coup D'Etat over 2 cops 

shot!! more "MD Cops" than "Cops" 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor God so 4 MD Wives can pull 

off a successful Coup D'Etat so the USA will have more "MD 

Cops" than "Cops" Save the lives of hundreds of thousands a 

year, millions a decade our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators use 

Poison Exhaust Gas on Today in front of God + Pope Francis! 

Monday, December 29, 2014 10:17 AM
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12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of more "MD Cops" than "Cops" 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of more "MD Cops" than "Cops" 

At the end of President Obama's sixth year in office, the 

commander in chief who once vowed to end America's 

longest period of war still maintains thousands of troops in 

Afghanistan and Iraq - conflicts that refuse to conform to 

neat White House timetables. $777 Trillion spent in 

Afghanistan and Iraq and cops at funerals of Officer Jason 

and thousands of other cops + kids fire bombed driving 

down the LA + Paris Freeways by Bush + Obama don't even 

make the front page of the NY Times. NASA sold its soul too. 

Papoose at Los Alamos + Sandia Labs sent me a "SECRET" file 

on Mr. Buell + his 'Wind Car" hoping to stop fiery Cop Car 

Crashes 6 years ago... WOW. Key West Time. How could they 

the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA get away with 

this Holocaust II. Jews + the Pope sold their Souls for $777 

Trillion. At least the public in our 1984 II Society knows how 

much money it takes to buy your Soul. Those who sold out to 

BP Oil for $777 Trillion will believe the Intimidator Inventor 

of her Inspirational Eyes... God. After the coup she will fast 

track all the TRILLION inventions lost to this Oil War for 

Money. Gravity Engine will replace the ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort sooner than anyone on Earth can imagine. 

Intimidating Gravity, discover how its generated and then 

invent a way to hear Aliens! Intimidations that will be here 

for the New Year 2015. 24/7 Sony Movies make for the iApps. 

Sony Movie winner for 2015 will be titled "iApps" 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of Gravity 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of Hydrogen @ -254 C 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of 52 Nearest Stars 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 
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12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

12-29-14 Intimidator Inventor of her Inspirational Eyes... 

24/7 Sony Movies made for iApps. Sony Movie winner for 2015 

will be titled "iApps" Sony movie "The Interview" written up 

compared to the Sony Movie "iApps!" War Crimes by Japan 

making movies like "The Interview" for the Pentagon instead 

of Apple! 

12-28-14 Inspiring Eyes... "Big Eyes" Brain of Marilyn Monroe 

My Whispering Angel is "To Cute to Say No" to putting her 

name on Gregs Inventions. Letting Greg put her name Mary 

on my web page here as we both are Married to SHARE the 

1984 trillions $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up Money. 

She would if she could sucker punch 72 Virgins in Heaven... 

as these virgins are the motive behind getting $777 Trillion 

by holding up USA gas stations and thanking the Pentagon 

God for suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

Inspirational Eyes of Mary... Secret about the "Ordinary 

Yellow Jeep" she told me I will keep secret! 
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Yellow Jeep" she told me I will keep secret! 

Shower with you in money... Big Eyes Movie $ 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break is the "Inability to Memorize every Web page" give or 

take a few!!! Trillion dollar Invention Project or just an iApp 

for someone at the CIA looking for money, grin. Better 

Memory to get ahead at the CIA. Mic you can leave anywhere 

you want to listen in must be on the shelf at the CIA. Can 

anyone make some extra money selling these and save her 

life. Remember Mary Kennedy... 100's of Mary's will be 

tortured to commit suicide in 2015! He sleeps with a gun 

under his pillow so anything overheard that tells her to 

make a run for it would help save her life. Recorded cells 

calls by a Kennedy to buy a Judge... Homeland Security 

should be in every living room... did they watch Mary hang 

herself in the Kennedy Barn... until the coup will need a mic 

you can stick here and there and listen in on your iPhone6 

Plus. Dexterity of the Agency. Invention Dexterity iApps. NYPD 

too. 007 NYPD after the MD Wifes Coup. 

12-28-14 NY Times Sunday NYPD blue over 2 cops shot to 

death this cause's Greg a lot of Suspicion... NYPD Fiery Cop 
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death this cause's Greg a lot of Suspicion... NYPD Fiery Cop 

Cars All Burnt Out Parade Down 5th Avenue is what I was 

expecting decades ago... what happened? Perplexing Fiery 

Car Crash's and no arrest at the NY Times or BP Oil? 

Alternative to fiery gasoline is simple as a windmill car. 

State of the Arts since 1980 is off the charts on how much 

electricity you can generate! 

Inspirational Eyes of Mary... Secret about the "Ordinary 

Yellow Jeep" she told me I will keep secret! 

4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Coup in MockingJay part 1... was a 

women! 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... "The Retro Cars Of Cuba Will Soon Be Gone" 

Benjamin Zhang... SMOG in China will Soon Be Gone. Lot 

quicker than Castro's Feud. "Time travel with Cuba's cars" 

Peter Valdes-Dapena. Mecca + Allah thanking the Pentagon 

God for suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort since 

1980! THANK YOU UNKNOWN GENERALS... unknown Soldiers 

Tome will get this one next to it after the MD Wives Coup. 

Stage 4 BC Memorial at Arlington too! 
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12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... Domestic Violence. Put Homeland Security Cameras 

in the living room... with speakers + Mic. FLAGSTAFF, Ariz. 

(AP) - A 24-year-old police officer died after being shot by a 

domestic violence suspect who then killed himself Saturday 

afternoon in Arizona. World Wide there must have been 

TRILLIONS of Domestic Shootings! InventSomething 

inventors have to put a STOP to this in 2015 as mostly women 

are shot in cold blood. Hundreds trapped as ferry burns in 

seas off Greece... Trillions burn in the USA trapped by 1984 II 

Numb Nuts Dictators! 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... stimulus caused by Mary entering a room, every 

brain lights up looking at Gods best invention. Now she 

brings Angels into the Universe. Could God really need 

Angels? Food for thought if you are trying to break the code 

for Time + Gravity. 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... TB 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... A recent research is suggesting that men who desire 

to remain looking strong and fit as they age need to also get 

involved in some weight training, apart from just engaging 

in aerobic and jogging exercises... Key west 1984 II Numb 

Nuts will not let me join the "Island Gym" on White Street 

next to Faustos because I would take to many showers there 

seeing I'm living in my car and the City of Key West Dock 

masters refuse to sell me a shower at the Bight Marina at 

Palm + Roosevelt. First thing when the 1984 II Numb Nuts 

make contact, is do 400 sit up on a real sit up designed 

bench. I can loose 2" inches off my waste in 2 weeks of 400 sit 

ups a day... 50 at a time. Dumb Bells resting up for the next 

50. I can't Wait... on second thoughts Mary will come first, 

grin. How long has it been. I meet Teddy Kenney in 1979. She 

told me I should not have told her this as it gives her the 

advantage! Women! 
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12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... "Key West Time" 100's of kids were left in hot cars to 

die a tortured death in the summers from 1980 to 2014 

suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar which would be climate 

controlled 24/7 so today the Key West Crime Report is... KEY 

WEST -- A woman accused of leaving a 3-year-old in a 

locked car with the windows up on Duval Street was arrested 

last week, according to Key West police. Felicia Koehldorfer, 

28. 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... 

12-28-14 The Intimidation Game code breakers hired to 

break... 

12-27-14 Mary is God's Whispering Angel Wine for Sober Men 

After $777 Trillion Dollars from the gas station robbers. 

12-27-14 Trillion dollars for her "Breast" no Joan Rivers face 

lift or Rx to look 35 at 70 years old. 

12-27-14 Mary has been to Paris, I know nothing of its day to 

day goings on in the streets of Paris Today. 

12-27-14 Eiffel Tower with my Whispering Angel then off the 

Pasteur Super Computer. Married Minds after a code to break 

and how in Hell do we spend a Trillion dollars in Paris 

entering Code into Pasteur Super Computer... 24/7. 

12-27-14 Inspiring Eyes... "Big Eyes" Brain of Marilyn Monroe 

My Whispering Angel is "To Cute to Say No" to putting her 

name on Gregs Inventions. Letting Greg put her name Mary 

on my web page here as we both are Married to the 1984 

trillions $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up Money. Trillion 

in Cash I surprise her at the Hotel Bar shower her with the 

cash... she would not get out of the Hotel Bar alive if I 

stacked 100's into a Sand Castle on the bar next to her 

Whispering Angel Wine. Sober her up but I must be discrete. 
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Whispering Angel Wine. Sober her up but I must be discrete. 

We are the only one's in Key West buying $777 Trillion dollar 

lottery tickets. No Divorce, just God's Angles if we are killed by 

the CIA, though more likely BP Oil on orders from Queen 

Elizabeth, grin. "Big Eyes" the Movie then the "Red Couch" 

Wine-O we have to sober up to what it will mean to God to go 

after the Rx Cure for Stage 4 BC + decode TB, STOP gas 

station hold ups guys who sucker punched Mary and left a 

scar for life in her MRI + Lip. Especially when gas stations are 

Art Museums Paintings as none should exist in Reality. 

Reality of getting Married to Mary is A+ today! I must Thank 

God + 1984 II audience, grin. This is a Secret don't tell Mary 

until I get a Trillion in Cash to build her the most impressive 

winnings a Husband can bring home to the wife at the Hotel 

Bar!! 

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be 

inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... timing is 

perfect! 

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be 

inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... Secretly 

fueling the Gravity of Stage 4 Cure + Gravity Engine 

invention. God's Woman! 

12-27-14 Yes she can see Greg and the fuel I require to be 

inspired, in pink, here she comes down 39 Steps... New York 

Times Front Page Today... "After Scrutiny, C.I.A. Mandate Is 

Untouched" By MARK MAZZETTI. Mandate for the Stage 4 BC 

Cure is secretly mandated by 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Women 

are touchy about being married to "War Crimes Generals" 

and only code breaking they are UP For is Super Bowl Cheers 

when she is the NEW Fuel of Inspiration. God's Woman in 

charge of code breaking Projects for Women sucker punched 

at the gas station hold up that got $777 Trillion for the CIA, 

now for Stage 4, Gravity, H @ -254 C, Dash + Living Room 

Cams given to Homeland Security in secret. 9/11 LEAK how to 

Leak the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 model, break this 

code like in the Movie "The Intimidation Game" $777 

Trillion! "Hunger Games" and "MockingJay Part 1" Game of 

"52 Pick Up" replaces the Moslem Mens game of 72 Virgins in 
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"52 Pick Up" replaces the Moslem Mens game of 72 Virgins in 

Heaven for killing you. Game of "52 Pick Up" includes 

breaking the code that can see Aliens Comings and going 

and the iPhone007 Spy will over hear their conversations. 

Which will be about 1,001 Invention Projects they are 

working on. All being recorded on a YouTube Video like "The 

Intimidation Game" recorded the "GotYa!!" Nanosecond 

moment of a Stage 4 Cure!! 

12-27-14 Tesla is a PENTAGON OWNED ELECTRIC CAR 

COMPANY!! "Total" is a French Owned African Oil Company!! 

Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels 

about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps! 

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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